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Significant
Points:
 Welcome to our
second newsletter!
 2015 teams are
now going on!
 Challenge Final
2016 in Munich!
 Events

Welcome to the 2nd issue of the EU-XCEL Newsletter!
EU-XCEL has run for a
second year in 2016.
The start-up scrums
were held between
May and June at the
the six partnercountries and around
180 young entrepreneurs from all around
Europe formed
around 30 teams and
had been working for
12 consecutive weeks
on developing their
business plans and
prototypes. From
them, 14 teams have
been selected to pitch
their ideas on the
25th of October in
Munich. The ceremony will take place
alongside with the

E’ship day.
E’Ship day is a
day devoted to
entrepreneurship that is
organized
every year in
the Munich
University of
Applied Sciences and the
Strascheg Center for Entrepreneurship in
order to give students
the opportunity to
meet entrepreneurship. E’Ship includes
three different categories of awards.

The EU-XCEL Challenge Final 2015 has taken place last November!
An impressive ceremony with elevator
pitches from the 12
short-listed finalists, a
show-case exhibition
and more than 500
visitors and bystanders was organized at
the University College
Cork on the 3rd of
November. An international judging panel
where investors,
counselors and managers from some of
the Europe’s biggest
firms and venture

capitals
was
responsible for
evaluating
the
teams
and
ideas
that
were
presented, while the prizes
included cash for the
first three teams.

More information inside!
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Meet the 12 EU-XCEL 2015 Finalists!
The 2015 EU-XCEL Challenge Final Awards
Ceremony took place in University College
Cork on 3rd November 2015 and it was
opened by the Irish Minister for European
Affairs, Dara Murphy. A start-up show-case
exhibition with the twelve finalists preceded the official opening of the public EUXCEL Awards Ceremony, where the 2015
EU-XCEL winners were announced following a key note presentation and elevator
pitches from each of the twelve finalists.

cally for immobilized people to have more
dignity and live a more independent life.

The event, which was part of the George
Boole Bicentenary Celebrations had been a
great opportunity to meet with fellow tech
entrepreneurs, potential investors, incubator managers and start-up / entrepreneurial advisors and facilitators from across the
tech landscape.

Able is an app that caters to the latent
need of social app users by providing
insight in which of their friends are available to go out this evening and at a specific
location, so that the user is able to reach
out those friends specifically.

The 12 finalists were:
Nammy is a multi-platform service which
seeks to bring restaurants and their customers closer together.
Soceed is an online B2B marketplace for
social responsible and sustainable com-

merce.
SpeechAngel is the first really affordable
and multilingual solution created specifi-

WeQ4U replaces theme park´s physical
queues with virtual ones, providing visitors a better experience.
DataMine streamlines data services and
saves scientists time by using propriety
conversion algorithms to provide them all
the data they require in a fast, clean and
reliable way on a holistic platform.

Sensus Care is a platform for the remote
monitoring of patients with mood disorders. They aim to streamline and optimize
the interaction between psychiatrists and
patients through automated data collection and analysis, as well as reports and
alerts to doctors, advising on the patie
Craw.ly is a SaaS platform, targeted towards large corporate businesses that
produce, manufacture and/or sell consumer products to wholesalers. Its aim is
to give businesses a clear idea of how
their products are priced by retailers, on a
daily basis.

BeSpaced is Airbnb for short-term event locations for workshops, meetings, courses & social events. It is an online marketplace with
integrated transaction based scheduling and
booking system BeSpaced spares time and
money, lets people earn money and connects
thousands of hosts with hundreds of thousands of guests.
Tootoo is the “Uber” of tutoring. Tootoo connects students who need help, with knowledgeable student tutors. But tootoo comes
with a twist, we have identified an opportunity

for employer branding through sponsored
tutoring sessions.
Tamaze is trying to connect law students
with the legal sector so they can complete
research tasks online.

Nearbuynow is flash advertising sent to
mobile devices when the offer is most
relevant. In other words: it’s like Groupon
right here, right now. It differs from other
deal services as NearBuyNow only distributes offers that are valid ‘right here, right
now’.

WeQ4U, a team formed in the Athens Start-up Scrum last July won the 1st place in the
EU-XCEL Challenge Final and received a financial prize of 5000 euro. Datamine, from
the Polish Start-up Scrum, was in the 2nd place and CRAW.ly, from the German, won
the 3rd place!
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Our 2015 teams are going on!
EU-XCEL 2015 finalists continue
working on their ideas and some
of them have already received
their first proof of concept and
clients.
CRAW.ly, the retail price watching tool for manjacturers of consumer goods, which has won the
third place in the Challenge Final,
now continues its steps and it
already has its first clients in the
Greek
market.
CRAW.ly
has already its
new
members
and the
interest
from the
market seems to be big.
BeSpaced, one of the finalists of

the Greek Strat-up Scrum, a
short-term event
locations management system for
workshops,
meetings, courses
and social events,
has managed to
win the second
prize at the Jacobs
Startup Competition on Marxh
2016.
ABLE, a team
formed in the
Polish Start-up
Scrum in June
2015, trying to
reinvent the way
you arrange
meetings with your
friends via an App, is now making
its user validation via its beta

version and will be available in
the
public
during
the
next

months.
WeQ4U, the EU-XCEL Challenge
Final 2015 winner, is now discussing its system with parks and
museums in Greece, Denmark,
Germany and Italy.
ÑAMMY, a startup team formed
in Munich, was one of the 10
finalists in the Philips Innovation
Award. ÑAMMY BETA starts on
April 4th and will be available in
Copenhagen and Munich.
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The 2015 teams go on!
Craw.ly, the 3rd 2015 winners tell us their story!
Craw.ly - Acquiring the very
important piece of market
knowledge and competition

“ If I haven’t
experienced
this problem,
we wouldn’t
have been
able to think
to create this
platform that
fits the
industry’s
needs.”

The idea Craw.ly is a retailprice watch tool for manufacturers of consumer goods.
Every day, Craw.ly massively
scans e-shops around the
world and reports to manufacturers the actual retail
prices and discounts applied
to their products and selected
products of their competition, providing insightful data
to large corporations that can
be used for market purposes,
pricing and strategic decision
making. As Stefanos Prokos,
co-founder of Craw.ly explains " During my professional experience at large Greek
corporations, I faced difficulties in checking every single
day the current prices of our
products in market and the
competition's price changes
by hand, which used to take
weeks - when Craw.ly is offering that in seconds". But
Craw.ly team didn't stop in
the vision as they approached
potential customers into
getting useful insight for their
idea " We started approaching people from the inside of
the market before even having anything ready to show
and they jumped at us saying
that this is a huge need for
them. This is how we convinced ourselves into making
this idea a real B2B product",
Stefanos adds.
The team formation Craw.ly
was founded in the summer
of 2015 during the EUXCEL
Virtual Accelerator scrum in
Munich. The team is com-

posed by Maria Ballester
Pelegrin (Backend Developer), Stefanos Prokos (Chief
Business Developer), Stefano
Rizzo (Chief Technical Officer)
and Kararzyna Winsock
(Marketing Specialist). As
Stefanos says " If I haven't
experienced this problem, we
wouldn't been able to think
to create this platform that
fits the industry's needs. On
the other hand, if my partner,
Stefano, was not a PhD student in crawling algorithms,
we wouldn't be able to offer
this great product ". They
believe that both their skills
independently would do
nothing if they hadn't merged
them into a common vision
so as to work as complementary. But after all, what they
keep them united is the
strong European-wide friendship.
The difficulties As every successful company, Craw.ly had
to get through obstacles.
What difficulties Stefanos
considers as the most important? "As a professional
consultant, I operate with
everything under control,
organised and planned into
the very small detail beforehand. EUXCEL Virtual Accelerator has a completely different approach: you have to
form a team that fits into
everyone's skillset and to be
your fastest self into decisionmaking, if you want to create
something really insightful in
less than a week ".
The success Within 3 months
of work, Craw.ly won the 3rd
prize in EUXCEL finals in Cork,

in October 2015. Judging by
the outcome, Craw.ly's first
approach of the market components before even having a
prototype of its product
seems to be a key factor into
their big success. After only 3
months of their very beginning, this start-up became a
solid revenue-generating software B2B platform currently
being used by 7 big corporations in Greece and several
abroad. The team is planning
to expand its operations to
more countries worldwide,
given the existing interest.
Piece of advice For the end,
Stefanos has some advice
into taking part in programs
like EUXCEL: "For everyone
thinking of joining EUXCEL, I
highly recommend it. It will
be a transforming experience
both as a professional and
human being - you will challenge yourself into making
new friends and partnerships
around Europe with completely different mindsets and
cultural backgrounds. Besides, you will be able to create products that are cool
and useful for others, while
gaining important experience
into managing something
that you know nothing at all
".
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ÑAMMY - All the menus of the day around you, directly on your mobile
The ÑAMMY application
helps hungry people to get a
quick overview of all the daily menus of restaurants
around them and allows restaurant owners to easily advertise their dishes online.

Burger, pasta or better, a
vegan soy escalope? It’s
all offered out there! But
what is offered where
today and at what price?
With the help of the free
‘ÑAMMY‘ application,
hungry people can now
easily get an overview of
all the offers of eateries
and restaurants around
them. Users don’t have
to click through several
websites and restaurant
owners get an easy to
use tool to advertise
their offers online. “With

the map-view, the user
gets a very quick over-

view of all the offers
around them or can get
inspired by the list-view
of offered dishes“, Moritz Hoffmann, cofounder of ÑAMMY, explains. “Through ÑAMMY, restaurant owners
are now able to easily do
online marketing themselves, not only on the
ÑAMMY platform, but
also on various other
online channels, and
reach the target group
that really counts –
hungry people nearby.”
ÑAMMY was founded
June 1st 2015 during the
international EU-XCEL
Virtual Accelerator Program in Munich. So far,
the international team

around the three founders Mikkel Ole Rømer

(DK), Moritz Hoffmann
(GER) and Siewart van
Wingerden (NL), has already achieved to win
several awards. The
ÑAMMY team was finalist of the EU-XCEL Program, a Nominee for the
Strascheg Award 2015
and are in the top 10 of
Philips Innovation Award
2016 – Idea Stage. The
team is incubated in
Germany (Strascheg
Center for Entrepreneurship) since November
2015 and was also supported by Danish DTU
Skylab. Also a number of
strategic partnerships
were achieved, most important to the biggest
service provider of Munich student restaurants.
The BETA version of
ÑAMMY was launched in
Munich and Copenhagen
in May 2016, as a webapplication, Android and
iOS versions were released soon after. The rollout went quite well, the
users (potential guests
of the restaurants) are

“ Through
ÑAMMY,
restaurant
owners are
now able to
easily do
online
marketing
themselves,
not only on the
ÑAMMY
platform, but
also on
various other
online
channels, and
reach the
target group
that really
counts –
hungry people
nearby.”

Phone: +353 21 490 3404
E-mail: euxcel@ucc.ie
Skype: euxcel
https://www.facebook.com/

convinced of the idea. But
the restaurants feedback
indicated some room for
improvement: the uploading process was too complicated, reach and impact
of the tool not advanced
enough yet. The ÑAMMY
team tries to solve these
problems by developing an
easy to use business app for
restaurant owners, which
also integrates other online
channels directly, as well as
payment and booking features.

The most difficult problems,
the ÑAMMY team faced
since the end oft he EUXCEL program, were the
loss of several team members, the availability of ressources, in terms of time
and money, and the lose of
interest of several testpartners. On the other hand,
with the great help of the
Strascheg Center, the team
gained powerful new
contacts and partnerships.
Also the virtual only work

was a difficulty once in a
while. But as the team is
still convinced of their product – it is assured that the
soon to come business solution will be a big success.
www.nammy.eu

What is EU-XCEL?
EU-XCEL has been developed and
is delivered by six of Europe’s
leading organisations with proven track records in successful
incubation:

EU-XCEL has received funding
from the European Union's Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under Grant Agreement No 644801

Visit our website!
http://
www.euxcel.eu/

Research Centre (AUEB – RC),
Athens University of Economic &
Business
POLAND

IRELAND

InQbator, Poznan Science &
Technology Park

Cork University Business School,
University College Cork

SPAIN

DENMARK

Cloud Incubator HUB, Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena

DTU Skylab, Technical University
of Denmark
GERMANY
Strascheg Center for Entrepreneurship, Munich University of
Applied Sciences
GREECE

Each of the partners has incorporated several of their leading
incubator managers, start-up
advisors and entrepreneurial
facilitators into the delivery of
the programme in addition to

successful tech entrepreneurs,
tech industry experts, investors
and venture capitalists so participants are exposed to learning
and insights from across all angles of the European technology
landscape

